


WALKING DOWN A STREET...
So much to learn from looking at buildings, spaces, people...
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RESEARCH AGENDA
Joint projects with Erik Johnson, Carolin Schmidt & Wayne Wan

1. Can we use street-level images to extract information about buildings?

2. What do the models we trained really "see"?

3. What is it that people pay attention to when looking at houses?



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEACH COMPUTERS TO “SEE” 
Infer quality or style attributes from street-level images.



 

 

 

 

 

 

VINTAGE 
“Machine Learning, Architectural Styles and Property Values”,

with Erik Johnson



OUR TOOLBOX
Computer vision + ML classification + trad. econometrics



LARGE SCALE, LOW COST
Collecting images/feature vectors of each building in the UK.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEY FINDING (besides proof of concept)

No price premium for NEW buildings in traditional styles detectable.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELECTRIC CAR! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOLAR PANELS! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOFT CONVERSION! 



ACCOUNTABILITY GAP
Joint work with Wayne Wan

If all you need is predictive power then go ahead, increase training data,

tweak models...

Can we interpret the predicted values? Communicate what is causing an

outcome?

Automatic valuations / property taxes

Causal inference? At least a little bit?

How to ensure we are not breaking any laws (and not unethical in the first

place)?

Discrimination based on protected characteristics is plain and simple illegal

Mortgage applications, tenant screening, valuations



AMAZON FAILED (I)
If even a tech giant struggles, caution might be warranted...



AMAZON FAILED (II)
Racist face recognition systems...



MICROSOFT FAILED
Racist chatbot...



DELIVEROO FAILED
Companies are liable for biased ML systems.



PREDICTIVE POWER NOT GOOD
ENOUGH!
Transparency and due diligence needed

System testing is a concept from so�ware engineering:

While developing a system, engineers define tests that check whether the outcome remains in pre-

defined range.

Training an ML system is so�ware development.

Follow best practices, define and implement system tests.

Such tests should be independent of the training process.

Tests are customised to task at hand. We give two examples.



VINTAGE CLASSIFICATION TEST
Which aspects lead to a classification?

Architects told us: Focus on windows, doors, rooflines, ratios, brickwork

Test definition: "Good" model should emphasise informative aspects and

ignore background, trees, cars, people.

Test should be implementable on large sample – fully automated.



RELEVANT OBJECTS
Off-the-shelf object detection reveals areas that should matter...



RELEVANT PIXELS
LIME algorithm detects areas that matter for classification.

Local interpretable model-agnostic explanation algorithm (LIME) identifies

"super pixels" (Ribeiro et al., 2016). 



RELEVANT PIXELS
Super pixels depend on classification

For competing (incorrect) classifications, different sets of super pixels are

detected. 



RIGHT EMPHASIS?
Kind of: focus on doors, windows – but also cars.

Score of 1 represents a proportional representation. Low score for trees is

good!



RIGHT EMPHASIS?
Kind of: focus on doors, windows – but also cars.

Overall, a consistent pattern across styles. But there is a strange emphasis

on cars for Georgian homes.



IS FOCUS GOOD?
Yes, correct classifications emphasise doors, windows more...

... but not trees, cars.



NEW MODEL, NEW TEST
Automatic valuation: Shi� in focus?

Wealth confounding factor for car brands and home values? Externalities?



ML IN AVM
Automatic valuation, incorporating image data.

Classify residuals based on images (out of sample), then re-estimate:

log( ) = + β+ + +Price
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BLACK-BOX BEHAVIOUR
Automatic valuation: Shi� in focus?

More weight on cars! If vintage is explicitly controlled for (3) then loading

on windows and doors decreases.



WHAT DID WE LEARN?
Better understanding of inner workings of ML black boxes.

Far from perfect, still, but models behave similarly to human experts.

Findings are helpful for improving the classifications.

Windows and doors should be visibile on images. No trees!

Some segments appear to be problematic: Georgian/cars.

We would not have known that without testing. Now we can re-train models – or be aware of

limitations.



WHAT'S NEXT?
What is it that people pay attention to when looking at houses?

New project with Carolin Schmidt & Wayne Wan

Let people like/dislike photos of houses

Train an ML model based on personal tastes: Digital twin (sort of).

LIME analysis on personalised classifications

Which features are attractive? Homogeneous tastes?

Investigate whether revealed preferences match self-reported preferences.

Participate: https://4walls.cremll.com

https://4walls.cremll.com/


LET'S TALK?
I WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!

E-mail: htl24@cam.ac.uk 

Twitter: @ThiesLindenthal

 

 


